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1. Introduction

Shearography is an optical full-field measurement method 
[1, 2]. It uses interference of coherent laser light to produce 
images that correspond to the displacement gradient of the 
observed surface. Most commonly, shearography setups are 
sensitive to the out-of-plane displacement gradients, but con-
figurations sensitive to the in-plane displacement gradients 
also exist. The strength of shearography lies in its ability to 
visualize very small displacement gradients, on the µm m−1 
level, on relatively large surfaces (order of cm2 to m2). The 
size of the surface area that can be successfully measured 
depends on the power of the laser light source.

Since its introduction [3, 4], shearography has predomi-
nantly been used qualitatively, as a non-destructive testing 
(NDT) technique [5, 6]. In composite industry it is used to 
detect material faults, such as laminate debonding [7]; in 
the pneumatic tire manufacturing it is used to detect defects 

in tires [8]. Qualitative fault detection is often used by heat-
loading the specimens and visualizing the heterogeneous 
deformation around the defect, with an example shown 
in figure 1(a). Fault detection can be semi-automated and 
enhanced numerically to estimate the size and depth of the 
defect [9], but it still relies on the skill of the operator to 
assess the damage.

Quantitative applications of shearography are less devel-
oped. The focus of most quantitative work in the literature is 
on strain measurement [10]. The order of magnitude of the 
strain measurements makes it suitable for the quantification 
of the residual stress [11]. The experimental setup of shear-
ography can be modified, such that instead of measuring the 
deformation of a surface, it measures the shape of a surface 
[12]. Another application of quantitative shearography is the 
full-field stiffness identification using displacement gradients 
of vibrating surfaces. An example of local stiffness identifica-
tion of vibrating beams [13, 14] is shown in figure 1(b).
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Shearography is sensitive to the displacements and defor-
mations in the order of magnitude of the wavelength of 
light, thus very accurate measurements should be possible. 
However, it is also susceptible to high levels of noise and sys-
tematic error sources (discussed further in the paper) which 
make obtaining reliable measurements difficult. The ability to 
accurately calibrate a setup and have an estimate of the uncer-
tainty of the result would benefit the quantitative application 
of shearography. The standard for calibration of full-field 
strain measurement using optical techniques, ‘SPOTS’ [15], 
currently implements only the in-plane strain calibration and 
detailed guidelines are given only for digital image correlation 
(DIC) and electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI).

In this paper a calibration and correction procedure for 
out-of-plane shearography is proposed. Accurate rigid-body 
rotations of a flat plate, on the µrad level, are used to induce 
a constant displacement gradient. By comparing the known 
rotation of the plate and the displacement gradient measured 
by shearography, 2-dimensional maps, in this paper called 
the calibration maps, are computed. Calibration maps repre-
sent the systematic variability of the shearing distance. The 
shearing distance is induced by rotating (shearing) a mirror 
in the Michelson interferometer of the shearography camera. 
Since the lenses and the mirrors in the camera are not ideal, 
the induced shearing distance is not perfectly constant over 
the whole image. A calibration map, used to correct for this 
systematic error, is valid for a certain set of parameters of the 
shearography camera. A collection of calibration maps needs 
to be created to account for the possible settings of the shear-
ography camera.

Depending whether the shearing distance is set in the x- 
or the y-direction, the displacement gradient in that direc-
tion is obtained. Practically, however, the shearing distance 
is difficult to control exactly and it commonly occurs that 
the measurements are done while both shearing distances are 
simultaneously non-zero. When both shearing distances are 
non-zero, even when one (the intended shearing distance) is 
much larger than the other (the unintended shearing distance) 

both displacement gradients are coupled in a single shearog-
raphy measurement. In this paper the equations  are derived 
which allow the two displacement gradients, in the x- and the 
y-directions, to be decoupled from the shearography measure-
ments, by utilizing two measurements with distinct shearing 
distances.

The correction procedure involves using the decoupling 
equations  and the calibration maps to obtain the corrected 
shearography result. The correction procedure similarly takes 
into account the local value of the sensitivity vector. The con-
cept of the shearing distance and the sensitivity vector are 
explained further in the text.

Two test cases for the calibration and correction procedure 
are developed—a rotation of a flat plate and a deformation of a 
centrally loaded flat plate. Shearography results of the second 
test case, with and without the correction procedure applied, 
are compared to a finite-element model (FEM) analysis.

The remainder of the introduction section gives a brief over-
view of the basic theory of shearography, common image pro-
cessing in shearography and an overview of the error sources 
affecting shearography measurements. An overview and the 
interpretation of the literature regarding the error sources and 
the methods used to deal with them is also given. In the second 
section expressions are derived on how the displacement gra-
dients are coupled in the resulting shearography images and 
the modified shearography equation  is presented. The third 
section deals with the explanation of the optical distortions in 
the Michelson interferometer while the fourth section details 
the experiments used to obtain the calibration maps to correct 
for the optical distortions. The fifth section demonstrates how 
the correction procedure works, by decoupling the displace-
ment gradients and applying the calibration maps to the two 
test cases.

1.1. Principle of shearography

Shearography always compares two different states of the sur-
face to each other and is therefore called a double-exposure 

Figure 1. An example of qualitative shearography is delamination detection—four intentional subsurface delaminations in a composite 
plate are revealed by thermally loading the surface and visualizing it with shearography (a). A quantitative example is the identification of 
the local bending stiffness EI of a vibrating aluminium beam with variable cross-section [13] (b).

(a) (b)
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technique. Typically, this will involve comparing a deformed 
to an undeformed state. Deformation of the observed surface 
changes the optical path length of light from the laser source, 
reflected by the surface, to the detector of the shearography 
camera. In shearography, pairs of points, separated by the 
shearing distance, are used in such a way that the optical path 
length between the undeformed state and the deformed state 
quantifies the deformation gradient.

In this paper, for brevity, the basic shearography equa-
tions are given directly and not derived from first principles. 
For equation derivations see work of Hung and Liang [16] or, 
for more recent examples, a book by Steinchen and Yang [1] 
and the shearography overview by Francis et al [2].

The phase change, which is the quantity measured by 
shearography, is given by
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when the shearing distance δx is set in the x-direction. 
Analogously, when the shearing distance is set in the y-direc-
tion (in that case it is labelled as δy), the phase change is
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The measured phase changes Δx or Δy depend on the wave-
length of the illumination laser λ and the components of the 
sensitivity vector k = {kx, ky, kz}. In this paper x and y label the 
in-plane axes and z labels the out-of-plane axis. Displacements 
are u, v and w in the direction of the axes x, y and z respec-
tively. Thus the ∂{u, v, w}/∂{x, y} are the six surface displace-
ment gradients shearography can be made sensitive to. The 
sensitivity vector k is the sum of unit-vectors specimen-to-
camera and specimen-to-source and kx, ky and kz are its vector 
components in each of the coordinate system directions.

For an out-of-plane shearography setup, the light source 
and the camera are placed perpendicularly to the observed sur-
face, approximately co-linearly. In that case the shearography 
setup is sensitive mostly to the out-of-plane displacement gra-
dients, either ∂w/∂x or ∂w/∂y, as the sensitivity components 
are kx  ≈ 0, ky  ≈ 0 and kz  ≈ 2. The approximate out-of-plane 
shearography equations are thus
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The deformation gradient calculation is based on determining 
the optical path length. The method for actually determining 
the difference in the optical path length, between the unde-
formed and the deformed states, is based on measuring the 
phase difference of light. This principle can be illustrated 
by the schematic of the shearography camera in figure 2. A 
speckled wavefront is produced by the interference of coherent 
light, emitted by the laser and scattered by the diffuse object 
surface. The wavefront enters the shearography camera and 
first passes through an optical device called the Michelson 
interferometer. The Michelson interferometer superimposes 

two copies of a speckled wavefront, translated by the shearing 
distance δx. This creates an interferometric speckle pattern on 
the camera detector, sensitive to the displacement gradient. 
The camera detector normally only registers the light intensity 
of the speckle pattern. By translating the phase-shifting mirror 
(for fractions of the wavelength λ) during the measurement 
and by using the associated computation algorithms, the phase 
difference Φ can be additionally computed. More details on 
this, the phase-shifting technique, can be found in [1, 2]. 
Typically shearography captures two phase-differences—Φ1 
for the undeformed state and Φ2 for the deformed state. A sub-
traction of the phase differences results in the phase change

Δ Φ Φ Δ Φ Φ= − = −orx y2 1 2 1

depending on whether the shearing distance between points 
is set in the x-direction or in the y-direction. From the phase 
change Δx the surface displacement gradients can be com-
puted using equations (1a) or (1b).

1.2. Image processing in shearography

The equations (1) in the previous subsection are derived for 
a single point in the image plane of the camera detector. 
Shearography, however, is a full-field technique producing 
a 2-dimensional field of values Δ(x, y), in the so-called Δ-
image. The undeformed and the deformed states are captured 
as phase difference fields, the Φ-images. The steps for the 
shearography image acquisition are thus:

 (a) the initial phase difference field is acquired as Φ1(x, y)
 (b) the surface is deformed or displaced
 (c) the resulting phase difference field is acquired as Φ2(x, y)
 (d) the displacement gradient is calculated as Δ(x, y)  =   

Φ2(x, y) − Φ1(x, y).

1.2.1. Unwrapping. The Φ-images are in the interval [0, 2π) 
as a phase difference of a light wave can only be defined in 
this interval. Δ-images, as a subtraction of two Φ-images, are 
defined in the interval [−π, π). As the value of a deformation 
gradient is rising and approaching the limit of the interval, it 
cannot surpass it, but it gets ‘wrapped’ back to the bottom of 
the interval. In other words, the measured phase difference 
values are always shifted into the [−π, π) interval by an inte-
ger multiple of 2π. The wrapping function W can be written 
as W (Δ) = Δ + 2nπ where W (Δ) ∈ [−π, π) and n is an inte-
ger number. This results in the fringes in the shearography 
images, where the 2π jumps are present. Unwrapping algo-
rithms [17] locate the jumps and correct the integer number 
n of the 2π shifts to create a smooth surface. For qualitative 
analysis unwrapping is often not necessary, but for quantita-
tive analysis it is required.

1.2.2. Denoising. Similar to other interferometric techniques, 
shearography is affected by a high level of noise. Noise is detri-
mental for qualitative image analysis just as much as for quan-
titative analysis. Unwrapping algorithms often only tolerate 
a very small amount of noise, so before they can be applied, 

Meas. Sci. Technol. 26 (2015) 045201
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denoising is necessary. Noise can be removed in shearography 
using filtering methods. Some common filtering methods are 
the Gaussian filter, the averaging filter and the median filter, 
described in detail in [1]. An effective technique for filtering 
interferometric phase fringe patterns is proposed by Aebischer 
and Waldner [18]. In figure 3 the image processing steps from 
a raw Δ-image, the filtering and the unwrapping, are shown. In 
figures 3(a) and (b) the fringes are visible, before the unwrap-
ping is performed.

1.3. Errors in shearography

The errors in shearography discussed in literature include 
the (i) errors due to the linearisation of the shearography 
equations, (ii) errors due to the environmental disturbances, 
(iii) errors occurring in the phase reconstruction algorithms, 
(iv) errors when assuming constant sensitivity vectors, (v) 
measurement error of the shearing distance and the errors 
from the assumption of the constant shearing distance, (vi) 
errors related to the stability of the components of the mea-
surement setup, (viii) errors due to the rigid-body transla-
tion and rotation during measurement. These error sources 

are explained and reviewed one-by-one in the following 
paragraphs.

 (i) When deriving the basic equations (1) the higher order 
terms of the displacements are neglected. Thus in shear-
ography the gradients are computed using the linearised 
displacements. Equation linearisation was discussed as 
a systematic error source in shearography calculations 
by Fulton et al [19] and by Steinchen et al [20]. The 
conclusion drawn in these papers was that the errors are 
negligible, the relative error being less than 1%, except 
in extreme cases. These extreme cases are

	 •	when	the	shearing	distances	are	large,	{δx, δy} ≫ 1 cm,
	 •	when	the	camera	detector	or	the	laser	source	is	close	to	

the specimen, {zD, zS} < 10 cm,
	 •	when	 the	 ratio	 of	 the	 first	 order	 gradi-

ents of the deformation to the second order 
gradients is much larger than the shearing distance, 

δ δ∂
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 (ii) Environmental disturbances (the environmental vibrations 
and the air-currents) play a major role in all measurement 

Figure 2. The Michelson interferometer is the most common shearing device for shearography. Two points from the surface are 
superimposed onto the same point on the camera detector due to a rotation of a mirror by a shearing angle αx.
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techniques involving interferometry. Shearography is gen-
erally considered to be less susceptible to environmental 
vibrations than the other interferometric techniques, as 
the gradient measurement is not affected by the rigid-
body translations. However, our previous work [13, 14, 
21] has shown that vibration isolation can greatly benefit 
noise reduction in the measurements. The refraction 
between zones of air with different temperatures can 
cause transient optical distortion. Thus the shearography 
measurements are affected by the air-currents, especially 
the warm air rising between the camera, the laser and the 
observed surface. The environmental disturbances can be 
considered random and their influence is increased with 
the duration of the experiments [21]. The high-frequency 
noise is related to the laser speckle and the speckle decor-
relation and the influence of it can be reduced by filtering. 
The low-frequency noise due to the air-currents is not 
affected by filtering, but averaging the results of several 
identical measurements can reduce the influence of the 
random environmental influences.

 (iii) The phase reconstruction is the step in the shearography 
measurement where the Φ-image is calculated from 
intensity images captured by the camera detector. The 
phase reconstruction is made from three or more intensity 
images captured when the phase-shifting mirror (shown 
in figure 2) is displaced by a fraction of the wavelength. 
More detailed explanation of the phase-stepping to obtain 
the shearography images can be found in the book by 
Steinchen and Yang [1] and the review of shearography by 
Francis et al [2]. The lack of accuracy in the displacement 
of the phase-shifting mirror can cause errors in the meas-
urements. However, the phase-reconstruction algorithms, 
such as the one developed by Carré [22, 23], Hariharan et 
al [24] and Joenathan [25], do not need calibrated phase-
shifts to accurately reconstruct the phase. An overview 
of the available phase-reconstruction algorithms and the 
associated errors is given by Hack and Burke [26].

 (iv) The local value of the sensitivity vector k = {kx, ky, kz} 
in general varies over the observed surface. When using 
the simplified shearography equations  (2), the calcula-
tion of the local value of the sensitivity vector across the 
field-of-view is altogether neglected. The errors due to 
neglecting the variation of the sensitivity vector were 
discussed in detail by Farrant and Petzing [27]. It is 
reported that the measurement error of the displacement 
gradient, if the sensitivity vector is neglected, can be up 
to 11% for the out-of-plane shearography configurations. 
The local value of the sensitivity vector can be calculated 
from the relative positions of the camera and the laser 
as compared to the position and the size of the observed 
surface. Still, in most research published on quantitative 
shearography, the calculation of the local sensitivity 
vector is not mentioned. Works that mention calculating 
the local sensitivity vector include [28–31].

 (v) As shown by equations  (1), the measured gradients 
of deformation ∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂y are directly affected 
by the shearing distances δx and δy. Thus an accurate 
measurement of the shearing distance is crucial to obtain 

accurate results from shearography. Ng [32] proposed 
calculation of the shearing distance from the cross cor-
relation between the two separately acquired images. 
The two images were acquired by first obscuring one and 
then the other mirror in the Michelson interferometer, 
thus obtaining separate images for the sheared and the 
non-sheared images. A similar process was proposed by 
Andersson et al [33], but digital speckle photography was 
used to calculate the resulting shearing distance instead of 
the cross-correlation. Both methods require modifications 
to the Michelson interferometer and are limited to the 
accuracy of 1 pixel. An uncertainty of 1 pixel, when the 
typical shearing distance is 20 to 40 pixels, is analogous 
to a measurement uncertainty of 2.5% to 5%. Lee et al 
[34] used a more accurate approach. A pattern of stripes, 
with sinusoidally varying brightness, is imaged over each 
of the two mirrors in the Michelson interferometer sepa-
rately. Since the shearing distance is calculated from the 
change in brightness, it is not limited to the single pixel 
resolution.

  However, the shearing distance does not need to be con-
stant over the whole field-of-view. The shearing distances 
δx and δy for a point are proportional to the shearing 
angles αx and αy, respectively, and to the distance from 
the camera to that point. The shearing distances δx and 
δy are thus approximately constant for a flat plate per-
pendicular to the camera as all the points on a flat plate 
are approximately equally distant from the camera. For 
a non-flat surface the shearing distance will necessarily 
vary, which was researched by Goto and Groves [31]. 
Even for a flat surface the shearing distance obtained 
from a Michelson interferometer was shown to vary by 
Aebischer and Rechsteiner [35] as the shearing induced 
by the Michelson interferometer is not a pure in-plane 
translation of the image but also incorporates rotation. 
The error predicted by Aebischer and Rechsteiner is very 
small, in the range of <0.1% in a typical shearography 
configuration. Variation of the shearing distance due to 
the optical distortions in the Michelson interferometer is 
also possible, as the sheared and the non-sheared copies 
of an image are reflected over different mirrors. Goto and 
Groves [31] experimentally measured the shearing dis-
tance by a Michelson interferometer which was adapted 
so it could sequentially block either one of its two mirrors. 
Thus the sheared and the non-sheared images of the object 
covered in a random pattern could be acquired separately. 
A modified digital image correlation (DIC) algorithm 
was used to extract the shearing distance field from the 
random speckle pattern. The result of Goto and Groves 
[31] showed very large variation of the shearing distance 
(exact range for the shearing distance variation was not 
given explicitly). In a similar manner, using a modi-
fied DIC algorithm and sequential blocking of mirrors, 
Francis et al [36] experimentally measured a shearing 
variation for a shearography setup which included the 
Mach–Zehnder instead of the Michelson interferometer. 
The reported shearing variations across the image were 
as large as 10% (±5% from the average value).

Meas. Sci. Technol. 26 (2015) 045201
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 (vi) The shearing distances δx and δy are induced by rotating 
the shearing mirror by angles αx and αy. This rotation 
can be actuated by a screw, or by a piezo-element (most 
often PZT material is used). In commercial shearography 
systems the piezo-element actuated shearing mirror 
is practical as it allows the shearing to be controlled 
remotely. The PZT material can exhibit creep behaviour, 
which can affect the measurement. Research by our group 
[21] showed that the PZT creep can create a considerable 
error in the measurements. This error is more pronounced 
with increasing duration of the measurement, so it is 
important mostly for long time-span measurements.

 (vii) The effects of rigid-body translations and rotations are 
partially suppressed in shearography due to the fact that 
both interfering beams share the same path. The rigid-
body effects in shearography were studied by Hack 
[37]. In this paper, however, the rigid-body rotations are 
exploited in the process of calibration.

Due to the error sources described here, accurate measure-
ments are difficult to achieve with shearography. Recently, 
some researchers directly compared the results from quanti-
tative measurements using shearography to the results from 
finite element analyses and to those from other measurement 
techniques. Goto and Groves [31] investigated an aluminium 
cylinder loaded by an internal pressure and the computed 
strains were compared to the finite element analysis. The 
strains showed discrepancy between the experiment and the 
finite element analysis in the interval of [5%, 50%] for longi-
tudinal strains and around 5% for the tangential strains. Rosso 
et al [38] investigated an out-of-plane shearography experi-
ment. A plate centrally loaded by a weight was compared to 
the finite element analysis, resulting in a displacement gra-
dient discrepancy of up to 12%. Another paper by Groves  
et al [10] compares measurements of a hydrostatically loaded 
PVC pipe with shearography, fibre Bragg sensors and resis-
tive foil strain gauges. The discrepancy of the measured strain, 
between the shearography and the resistive foil strain gauges 
was, respectively for axial and hoop strains, up to 10% and 6%.  
The discrepancy between shearography and the prediction 
from analytic relations for a hydrostatically loaded cylinder 
was up to 1% and 12%. The reported discrepancies between 
the different techniques were not further analyzed.

In this paper, primary emphasis is placed on the calibration 
of the local shearing distance in the Michelson interferometer. 
The local variation of the shearing distance is experimentally 
determined in the calibration procedure and the so-called cali-
bration maps are generated. These calibration maps are used 
in the correction procedure along with the local variation of 
the sensitivity vector. A third thing encompassed in the cor-
rection procedure is the gradient coupling, which is described 
in the following section.

2. Effect of the gradient coupling

The shearography equations  are commonly derived for 
shearing in one of the two perpendicular directions, as shown 
in equations (1). Each of these equations assumes the shearing 

distance is only in one direction, with the shearing distance 
in the perpendicular direction zero. But in real shearography 
experiments, the unwanted shearing distance in the perpendic-
ular direction is often small, but not equal to zero. The common 
procedure to set the shearing distance involves first setting 
the zero shearing distance in x- and y-directions and then the 
desired shearing distance, either δx or δy. During this procedure 
there is only visual feedback from the shearography image so 
the zero shearing is difficult to set exactly. Additionally, the 
axes of the shearing mirror in the Michelson interferometer 
can be slightly misaligned to the camera detector axes, thus 
setting the shearing distance in one direction can affect the 
other (perpendicular) one. In order to negate this effect, both 
shearing distances δx and δy are measured before acquiring 
shearography images and equations are derived to decouple 
their influence.

When shearing is present in both the x- and the y-direc-
tions, the shearography measures the deformation gradients 
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∂
+ ∂

∂ ξk
u

k
v

k
w2

x y z (3)

In the general case, the gradients of deformation ∂{u, v, 
w}/∂{x, y} cannot be calculated from the gradients ∂{u, v, 
w}/∂ξ, unless first the deformation surface is reconstructed 
from its gradients. In shearography, however, the gradients 
of deformation are approximated. The approximation for the 
gradients of deformation is calculated from the relative dis-
placements of points on the surface. This makes it possible 
to reconstruct what the deformation gradient would be if the 
shearing distance was only in the x- or y-direction. The gra-
dient of deformation is calculated from within a region of size 
δx × δy. Consider the out-of-plane deformations wA, wB and 
wC of the points A, B and C in figure 4. The actual measured 
gradient of deformation is approximated as

 ξ δ
∂
∂

= −
ξ

w w wC A
(4)

The gradients ∂w/∂{x, y}, which are sought, can be defined 
from figure 4 as

Figure 4. When both shearing distances δx and δy are present, 
the actual deformation gradient is obtained in the ξ-direction, as 
shearing distance δξ.

A B

C

δy

δx

δξ
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= −

∂
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= −

w
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w w

w

y

w w

B A

x

C B

y

(5)

Analogous to equations (4) and (5) for the out-of-plane dis-
placement w, the in-plane equations for u and v can be estab-
lished. Combining these equations produces

 ξ
δ δ δ∂

∂
= ∂

∂
+ ∂

∂ξ
u v w u v w

x

u v w

y

{ , , } { , , } { , , }
x y (6)

Equation  (3) can be expanded by the use of the equa-
tion (6) leading to an equation for the Δ-image with contri-
butions from both deformation gradients in the x- and the 
y-directions

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝
⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟

Δ π
λ

δ

π
λ

δ

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

k
u

x
k

v

x
k

w

x

k
u

y
k

v

y
k

w

y

2

2

x y z x

x y z y

For out-of-plane shearography, when the in-plane sensitivity 
components kx and ky are close to zero and the out-of-plane 
displacements are dominant over the in-plane displacements 
∂w/∂{x, y} ≫ ∂{u, v}/∂{x, y} the equation can be written as

 
⎛
⎝
⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟Δ π

λ
δ δ= ∂

∂
+ ∂

∂
k

w

x

w

y

2
z x y (7)

Disregarding the influence of the perpendicular shearing dis-
tance causes the measurement error to be proportional to the 
ratio of the shearing distances, δy/δx when δx is the dominant 
one and δx/δy when δy is the dominant one. The ratio of the 
two displacement gradients also directly influences the error, 
but that ratio is not fixed. As an example, provided the defor-
mation gradients are of similar magnitude, for a shearing dis-
tance δx = 5 mm, a parasitic shearing distance δy = 0.2 mm 
causes an error of 4%.

Decoupling the two gradients from a single measurement 
is not possible. However, if two equations with two distinct 
pairs of shearing distances are obtained, such that
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⎠
⎟
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k
w
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w
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z x z y

1 1 1

2 2 2

(8)

the displacement gradients can be decoupled as

 

λ
π

Δ δ Δ δ
δ δ δ δ

λ
π

Δ δ Δ δ
δ δ δ δ

∂
∂

=
−
−

∂
∂

= −
−

w

x k

w

y k

2

2

z

y y

x y x y

z

x x

x y x y

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1

2 1 1 2

1 2 2 1

(9)

The shearing distances for measurement 1 (δx1 and δy1) and for 
measurement 2 (δx2 and δy2) need to be separately measured 

to use equations (9). Notice that in the case δy1 = 0, δx2 = 0, 
δ = constx1 , δ = consty2  and kz = 2 equations (9) simplify into 
equation (2).

3. Optical distortions in the Michelson 
interferometer

As shown in figure 2, the Michelson interferometer, consisting 
of two mirrors and a beam splitter, is surrounded by two con-
vergent lenses and an aperture. Like any optical system, it is 
not perfect. Surface imperfections of the components, like the 
deviation from flatness, can cause very small optical distor-
tion. Due to the fact that shearography measures such small-
scale deformations, these distortions can contribute to an 
appreciable systematic error.

The value of the shearing distances δx and δy in the 
Michelson interferometer are controlled by the associated 
shearing angles αx and αy. A light beam from the sheared 
point A in figure  2 passes through the lens 1, reflects from 
the bottom side of the beam splitter, reflects from the angled 
shearing mirror, passes through the beam splitter and is 
focused by the lens 2 onto the camera detector. A light beam 
from the non-sheared point C travels over a different path, 
passing through the lens 1, passing through the beam splitter, 
reflecting from the phase-shifting mirror, reflecting from 
the top side of the beam splitter and is focused by the lens 
2 onto the camera detector. Any passage through a lens or a 
reflection from a mirror can induce a slight deviation of the 
beam’s angle, as compared to a perfect lens or a mirror. These 
deviation angles will sum over the whole path of the beams 
through the Michelson interferometer. The deviation depends 
on where a beam is entering the Michelson interferometer and 
at what angle.

Light from a surface point does not travel along a single 
path to the camera detector. Instead, a bundle of light beams is 
guided through the Michelson interferometer onto the camera 
detector. The light over the whole light bundle is focused onto 
the same point of the camera detector so the value measured by 
the camera detector is actually averaged over the cross-section 
area of a bundle. The deviations will be less pronounced if the 
light bundle is wider as the distortions are also averaged over 
the cross-section area of the bundle. The light beam bundle 
cross-section area is regulated by the opening of the aperture 
SA. The wider the opening of the aperture is, the wider the bun-
dles are. However, the aperture regulates a multitude of other 
parameters in the shearography setup. The aperture regulates 
the light intensity that passes onto the camera detector and by 
that the brightness of the image. Below the minimum practical 
aperture opening, the brightness is not sufficient to obtain a 
Δ-image even when using the highest illumination power of 
the laser. The laser speckle size is also related to the opening 
of the aperture. Larger aperture opening will cause smaller 
speckles, so the maximal aperture opening is limited by the 
smallest allowable speckle size of one pixel. The aperture 
must thus be set within a certain range to be practically usable 
in shearography. The different settings of the aperture are not 
directly measurable in the shearography setup. The aperture 
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change is calculated from the change in the power of the laser 
source needed to keep the brightness in the image constant.

One point on the camera detector superimposes light from 
two points from the measured surface. When there are no 
optical distortions the pairs of points on the surface would be 
separated by a shearing distance proportional to the shearing 
angle. When there are optical distortions the shearing distance 
between the pairs of points is varying and is no longer propor-
tional to the shearing angle. Despite a disproportionate relation 
between the varying shearing distance and a shearing angle, 
one point on the camera detector is still related to exactly two 
points on the measured surface. A varying shearing angle is 
thus used to model the phenomenon causing optical distor-
tions in the Michelson interferometer. The varying shearing 
angle is composed of the physical angles of the shearing 
mirror αx and αy and the spatially varying components αCx(x, y)  
and αCy(x, y). In this paper, the spatially varying compo-
nents αCx(x, y) and αCy(x, y) are called the calibration maps. 
Using the calibration maps, the distortion of the whole optical 
system, encompassing the Michelson interferometer, the 
lenses and the aperture, is modelled. As the calibration maps 
show the cumulative effect of the optical distortions, a sepa-
rate effect of each optical component cannot be isolated. The 
calibration maps αCx(x, y) and αCy(x, y) depend on the shearing 
angles αx and αy and the aperture opening SA.

Aebischer and Rechsteiner [35] defined the two perpen-
dicular shearing distances δx and δy as

 
δ α α
δ α α

= + +
= + +

d d x

d d y

( ) sin 2 2 sin

( ) sin 2 2 sin
x s x x

y s y y

0
2

0
2 (10)

where, as shown in figure  2, d0 is the distance from the 
observed surface to the center of the Michelson interferom-
eter, ds the distance from the center of the Michelson inter-
ferometer to the center of the shearing mirror. x and y are the 
coordinates of a point in the image. Equation  (10) does not 
take optical distortion into account, but still, it predicts a vari-
ation of the shearing distance over the image.

The shearing angles are allowed to vary over the field-of-
view to account for the optical distortions and are represented 
as α α α= + ͠x y x y( , ) ( , )x x x  and α α α= + ͠x y x y( , ) ( , )y y y , the 
sums of the average shearing angles α( x and α )y  and the varia-
tion around the average values α͠( x and α͠ )y . For the shearing in 
the x-direction equation (10) becomes

δ α α

α α

= + +

+ +

͠

͠

x y d d x y

x x y

( , ) ( ) sin 2 [ ( , ) ]

2 sin [ ( , ) ]

x s x x

x x

0

2

The average shearing angle is a small angle, on the order of 
magnitude of mrad, but the shearing distance variation is even 
several orders of magnitude smaller. Thus the equation is sim-
plified using α ≈͠cos 2 1x  and α α≈͠ ͠sin 2 2x x:

 δ α α α

α α

= + + +

+ +

͠

͠

x y d d d d x y

x x y

( , ) ( ) sin 2 2 ( ) ( , ) cos 2

2 sin [ ( , ) ]

x s x s x x

x x

0 0

2 (11)

The average shearing distance is introduced to account for the 
spatially constant part of equation (11) as

 δ α= +d d( ) sin 2x s x0 (12)

The subsequent terms in equation (11) are related to the spa-
tially varying part of the shearing distance and they will be 
experimentally measured as the calibration map αCx(x, y)

α α α

α α

+ = +

+ +

͠

͠

d d x y d d x y

x x y

2 ( ) ( , ) 2 ( ) ( , ) cos 2

2 sin [ ( , ) ]

s Cx s x x

x x

0 0

2

The calibration map αCx varies over the x- and y-coordinates 
and is dependent on the shearing angles αx and αy and the 
aperture opening SA. A similar procedure can be performed 
for the sharing distance δy, thus obtaining a pair of equations

 
δ δ α
δ δ α

= + +
= + +

x y d d x y

x y d d x y

( , ) 2 ( ) ( , )

( , ) 2 ( ) ( , )
x x s Cx

y y s Cy

0

0
(13)

In the next section the varying shearing distance is experi-
mentally measured and the relation to the optical parameters 
in the Michelson interferometer is shown. 

4. Calibration of the optical distortions using the 
rigid-body rotations

4.1. Calibration equations

The calibration is performed using a flat plate that can be 
rotated around the x-axis by a small angle θx, or around the 
y-axis by θy. The mechanism is shown in figure 5. The rota-
tion will produce a uniform field ∂w/∂y or ∂w/∂x, respectively, 
when imaged with an out-of-plane shearography setup. If the 
rotation angle θx or θy is known with high precision, the varia-
tion in the Δ-image can be used for calibration.

First, consider the case of rotation around the y-axis. Since 
the rotation angle θy is small, the in-plane gradient compo-
nents are negligible as ∂{u, v}/∂x ≪ ∂w/∂x. In the experiment 
it is also imposed that δx ≫ δy and by accurately setting the 
rotation around the y-axis only, ∂{u, v, w}/∂y = 0, equation (7) 
simplifies into

Figure 5. The mechanism for the rigid-body rotation of a flat plate. 
Displacement t of a linear actuator at a distance l from the rotation 
axis induces rotation angle θ.

l

θ

t

x or y axis
aluminium 
plate

ball
rollers

linear 
actuator
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Δ π
λ

δ= ∂
∂

k
w

x

2
x z x

The phase change Δx, the deformation gradient ∂w/∂x, the 
out-of-plane sensitivity vector kz and the shearing distance δx 
are fields of values and they depend on the x- and y-coordi-
nates, so the previous equation can be written as

Δ π
λ

δ= ∂
∂

x y k x y
w x y

x
x y( , ) ( , )

2 ( , )
( , )x z x

Introducing equation (13) yields

Δ π
λ

δ α= ∂
∂

+ +x y k x y
w x y

x
d d x y( , ) ( , )

2 ( , )
[ 2 ( ) ( , ) ]x z x s Cx0

When the measured surface is rotated as a rigid body by an 
angle θy, its gradient of displacement will be constant over the 
whole field of view ∂w(x, y)/∂x = θy. The calibration map αCx 
can be calculated as

 α
Δ θ δ π λ

θ π λ
=

+
−

x y
d d

x y k x y

k x y
( , )

1

2 ( )

( , ) ( , ) 2 /

( , ) 2 /
Cx

s

x z y x

z y0
(14)

Similarly, for the rigid-body rotation around the x-axis by 
an angle θx, the conditions ∂{u, v}/∂y ≪ ∂w/∂y, δy ≫ δx and 
∂{u, v, w}/∂x = 0 apply, simplifying equation (7) into

Δ π
λ

δ= ∂
∂

k
w

y

2
y z y

From ∂w(x, y)/∂y = θx and equation (13) the calibration map 
αCy can be calculated as

 α
Δ θ δ π λ

θ π λ
=

+
−

x y
d d

x y k x y

k x y
( , )

1

2 ( )

( , ) ( , ) 2 /

( , ) 2 /
Cy

s

y z x y

z x0
(15)

There is uncertainty associated with both the prescribed 
angles, θx and θy, and the measured average shearing dis-
tances, δx and δy. The averaged phase changes over the image 
are introduced as

Δ Δ π
λ

δ

Δ Δ π
λ

δ

= = ∂
∂

= = ∂
∂

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
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x
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w

y
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2
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2
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x x z x

y y z y

where kz is the averaged out-of-plane sensitivity. The rotation 
angles θy and θx are constant so equations
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π δ
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π δ

Δ
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y

(16)

should hold. In that case equations (14) and (15) can be trans-
formed into

 

α δ Δ Δ
Δ
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δ Δ Δ

Δ
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−
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s
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s
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(17)

which are independent of the uncertainty of θx, θy, δx and δy.
Using equations  (17), the mean measured value is used 

to calibrate the relative shearing variation over the field-of-
view of the camera. This is valid only if the global calibration, 
shown in equations (16), is first experimentally established. In 
the following paragraphs it will be shown that the uncertainty 
of setting the angles θx and θy, even using a high-precision 
actuator, is higher than that of measuring the averaged phase 
changes Δx and Δy. Thus using the averaged phase changes Δx 
and Δy is the preferred way of calibrating the relative shearing 
distance variation as it will result in lower uncertainty.

4.2. Measurement setup

The setup is shown in figure 6. The rigid-body rotation of a 
400 × 400 × 5 mm3 aluminium plate is measured. The plate 
is lying on top of a rigid vertical frame, built of extruded 
T-slotted aluminium profiles with a 40 × 40 mm2 cross-sec-
tion. The shearography camera is fixed on the bottom of the 
frame, looking upward. The plate is flat and machined to have 
an even surface.

The shearography camera used is a commercial shearog-
raphy system SE3-D145 from manufacturer isi-sys, Germany. 
The sensor of the camera is a Sony ICX285 2/3′′ CCD with 
XGA+   resolution (1392 × 1040 pixels), 8-bit digitalization 
level and maximum acquisition rate of 15 Hz. The laser source 
is an isi-sys LD-320 4 × 80 mW diode array producing light at 
λ = 658 nm (nominal centre wavelength). Internal lenses have 
a focal length of 50 mm. The image acquisition software is the 
isi-sys Studio 2011.

The shearography system, the frame, the plate and its rota-
tion mechanism are placed on an active vibration-isolating 
table. The table is pneumatically actuated and limits the envi-
ronmental vibration during measurements, which is critical 
for obtaining good signal-to-noise ratio in the shearography 
measurements. Shearography requires the imaged surface to 
be diffusely reflective, so the face of the plate observed with 
shearography is coated with white paint. The experiments are 
performed in a temperature-stable environment and the move-
ment of the persons around the equipment is limited during 
the experiments.

As the operation of the laser and the piezo-electric ele-
ments are affected by the temperature, the setup is left 
to stabilize for 30  min or more after any major change of 
settings. In the shearography camera, the change in the 
shearing distance can be performed either mechanically or 
by piezo-electric elements. It was shown previously [21] that 
using the piezo-elements to control the shearing distance 
can cause measurement errors due to the creep response 
of the piezo-electric material. Thus, for the purpose of the 
experiments in this paper, the shearing distance was induced 
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mechanically. The phase-shifting algorithm used is the Carré  
algorithm [22, 23]:

 Φ = − − − − + −
+ − −

I I I I I I I I

I I I I
tan

[3( ) ( )][( )] ( )]

[( ) ( )]
2 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4

2 3 1 4
2 (18)

where a phase Φ in a point is calculated from the consecutively 
measured intensities I1 … I4. The intensities I1 … I4 feature 
phase-shifts, introduced by the phase-shifting mirror, shown 
in figure 2. In the Carré algorithm, the size of the phase-shifts 
can be arbitrarily chosen, as long as they are equally spaced.

The plate is rested on two ball rollers and a point which can 
be displaced by a linear actuator, as shown in figure 5. The 
linear displacement of the actuator t is acting on a point at a 
distance l from the rotation axis, rotating the plate by an angle 
tan (t/l). Depending on whether the ball rollers are positioned 
along the x- or the y-axis of the setup, the angle of the rota-
tion will be θx or θy. To induce the displacement t, the micro 
linear actuator Zaber T-NA08A25 is used. The actuator moves 
in step sizes of tstep = 47.6 nm and the displacement can only 
be in multiples of a step as t = n  tstep, where n is an integer 
number. The actuator is calibrated, with the standard deviation 
of the displacement σt = 0.4 µm, assuming a Gaussian distri-
bution of the uncertainty.

If the laser were oriented vertically, it would warm the air 
just above it and the rising warm air would create heat refrac-
tions visible in the shearography images. Thus, the laser is 
turned horizontally and the plate is illuminated by laser light 
reflected over a mirror, as seen in figure 6.

The average shearing distances δx and δy are directly meas-
ured. The local variability of the shearing distance in the image 
is implicit in the calibration maps αCx and αCy. The average 

shearing distances δx and δy are measured by replacing the 
measured surface by a flat plate with a 15 × 14 grid pattern 
of dots printed on it. The shearography camera doubles the 
image, overlaying the sheared and non-sheared images over 
each other. The x and y components of the separation between 
each sheared and non-sheared copy of a dot are the shearing 
distances δx and δy. The analysis is automated, as the dots are 
easily recognized by a computer algorithm. In figure  7 the 
result of such an analysis is shown. As there are many dots 
over the field-of-view of the camera, the average shearing 
distance, as well as the standard deviation of the calculation, 

Figure 6. The experiments are done on a vertical setup where the shearography camera and the laser are placed below the plate. The field 
of view of the camera is illustrated on the left. The rigid-body rotations of the plate are performed by a rigid-body rotation mechanism, 
shown in more detail in figure 5.

linear 
actuator

frame

frame shearography
camera

aluminium
plate

laser source

mirror

x

y

x

y

z

field-of-view
of the camera 

Figure 7. A dot pattern is placed instead of the specimen and from 
the shearing of the dots the average shearing distance is computed. 
Dots are automatically recognized and pairs of dots (one with no 
shearing and one with shearing) are matched. The upper half of the 
picture is showing the matched dots overlay, while the bottom half 
is showing only the unaltered image from the shearography camera.

shearing

no shearing

δy=5.11mm
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can be computed with sufficient accuracy. As an example, in 
figure  7 δ = 5.11y   mm with standard deviation on the result 
σδy  =  0.09  mm is obtained. In figure  7 the shearing in the 
x-direction δ = 0.20x  mm is unintended. As is shown in equa-
tions (14) and (15), for the measurements in this section, the 
shearing in the perpendicular direction is not important as the 
gradient of displacement exists only in the dominant direction. 
More general examples with displacement gradients in both 
directions are considered in the next section.

Equations (17) show that also the out-of-plane sensitivity 
kz is needed for the calculation of the calibration maps αCx 
and αCy. The sensitivity can be computed for each point in the 
field-of-view. For a typical experiment, the positions of the 
laser, of the camera and of the observed surface are given in 
table 1. The field of kz(x, y) is calculated and shown in figure 8. 
The value of the sensitivity kz only reaches 2 if the laser and 
the camera are located on the same line perpendicular to the 
measured surface, which is not practically possible as they 
would block each other’s line of sight. In all practical cases 
kz < 2.

4.3. Results

Two sets of measurements need to be done for every com-
bination of shearing angles and the aperture. One measure-
ment, by observing the rotations around the y-axis for the 
angle θy, is used to obtain the calibration map αCx and the 
second, by observing the rotations around the x-axis by θx, 
to obtain the αCy. The mechanism of two ball rollers and the 
actuator (figure 5) is rotated by 90° around the z-axis between 
the measurements. The calibration maps αCx and αCy are not 
correlated. Both αCx and αCy are caused by the same internal 

optical distortions in the shearography camera but they are in 
the two independent directions.

The calibration maps are computed from the measured 
Δ-images. However, wrapping can occur in the Δ-images 
when higher rotation angles θy and θx are imposed. Standard 
unwrapping techniques cannot be used, as they rely on 
fringes to identify where jumps of 2π occur. In the Δ-images 
used here, the values across the images have relatively small 
variation and fringes rarely occur. Figure  9(a) shows that, 
as the rotation angle θy is increased, wrapping occurs. The 
wrapping shift is deduced from a known rotation angle θy and 
added to the Δ-image. After addition of a wrapping shift (in 
figure 9(b) it is {0, 1, 2} · 2π) the measured Δx are on a single 
line. The co-linearity in figure 9(b) shows that the assumption 
in equation (16) is very well satisfied. The standard deviation 
of setting the angle θy, calculated from the uncertainty of the 
linear actuator is σθ  =  1  µm, or 1.6% of the measurement 
range of the shearography configuration. This warrants the 
use of equations (17) as the calculated corrections from the 
calibration map are of the same order of magnitude. A least-
square fit through all the points in figure  9(b) would actu-
ally yield a line θ λ Δ π δ= k1.0016 ( ) / (2 )y x z x , but this will 
not be taken as a calibration coefficient as the discrepancy 
of 0.16% is below the uncertainty associated with both set-
ting the angle θy and measuring the shearing distance δx. As 
the assumption in equation (16) is shown to be valid, equa-
tion (17) can be used.

Computing the calibration map αCx from equation  (17) 
yields a very noisy calibration map, shown in figure 10(a). 
The high-frequency noise, inherent in all shearography 
measurements, needs to be filtered out in order for the com-
puted calibration map to be useful. The calibration map fil-
tered once by a 21 × 21 median filter reveals the nature of 
the calibration map (figure 10(b)). However, even repeated 
filtering does not completely eliminate the noise. A large 
number of filtering repetitions can actually induce errors in 
itself, such as skewed values on the edges of the image and 
grainy appearance, seen in figure 10(c). Instead, the calibra-
tion maps are fitted by a parametric surface. Fitting a 5 × 5 
and 6 × 6 order bi-polynomial surface gives good results, as 
shown in figures 10(d) and (e). Order of 5 × 5 is chosen for 
subsequent measurements as a lower order polynomial gives 
more robust solutions and the differences between fits in fig-
ures 10(d) and (e) are negligible.

From each rigid-body rotation measurement, a calibration 
map αCx can be computed. Since there are transient errors due 
to the air-currents, four measurements for each rotation angle 
θy are done. For small rotation angles θy, the influence of these 
transient errors is comparable to the influence of the optical 
distortions, thus the computation of the calibration maps has 
high uncertainty. For conciseness, these results are not shown. 
Generally, larger rotation angles are favourable for computing 
the calibration maps as the figures 10(c), 11(a) and (b) show 
for θy ∈ {126, 378, 630} µrad. For large rotation angles the 
obtained calibration maps match very well and the influence 
of the transient errors is small.

Since multiple measurements of a calibration map are 
available, the influence of transient errors can be reduced 

Table 1. Positions of the laser and the camera relative to the 
observed surface, for a typical configuration.

x/mm y/mm z/mm

Camera detector (D) 0 0 1444
Laser source (S) 0 −65 1654
Observed surface [−130, 130] [−97, 97] 0

Figure 8. The local sensitivity map kz for a typical configuration for 
which average value =k 1.993z .

1.9991.979
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by computing the mean calibration map from n measure-
ments as

∑α α=
n

1
Cx

n

Cx n,mean ,

Furthermore, the uncertainty in the computation of the cali-
bration map can be quantified. A standard deviation of a mea-
surement is computed as

∑ ∑ ∑σ α α= −[ ]
n N N

x y x y
1

( , ) ( , )
x y

n N N

Cx Cx n,mean ,
2

x y

where Nx and Ny are the image resolutions in the x- and 
y-directions. The mean calibration map αCx,mean shown in 
figure 11(c), computed from n = 12 measurements, has a stan-
dard deviation of σ = 2.5 µrad, showing the measurements are 
consistent when varying the rotation angle θy.

Figure 11 shows that there is no significant difference in the 
calibration maps when the angle θy is changed, as equation (17) 
predicts. Similarly, figure  12 shows that when the shearing 
angle αx is kept constant and the distance of the camera to the 
measured surface d0 is varied the calibration maps are con-
sistent. If the shearing angle αx is constant and the distance d0 
is changing, according to equation (12) δx is changing.

Figure 9. For the rotations around the y-axis, the average measured value fits the prescribed rotations very accurately. An unwrapping 
constant needs to be introduced to every Δ-image to expand the values from the wrapped interval [−π, π) (a) to the real interval (b). The 
shearing distance is δx = 7.39 mm and for each θy four measurements are done.

(b)(a)

Figure 10. Calibration map αCx can be calculated from a single measurement of a rigid-body rotation. With no filtering the calibration map 
is overwhelmed by noise (a). Filtering does not completely remove the influence of noise (b) and repeated filtering is not a robust option as 
it can produce artefacts. A better option is fitting (without filtering) a parametric surface over the calibration map (c, d). The 5 × 5 order bi-
polynomial surface fitting is chosen to be used in subsequent measurements. The calibration map is from a measurement with δ = 4.30x  mm 
and θy = 126 µrad.
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The calibration maps αCx are small compared to the average 
shearing angle αx. For the case shown in figure 11(c), αCx is 
in the interval [−42, 33] µrad and α = 2110x  µrad (equivalent 
to the average and the shearing distance δ = 4.43x  mm for this 
case). The correction of applying the calibration maps, by 
using equation (13), is thus also small, in the interval [−2.0%, 
1.6%] for this case.

The calibration map changes if the optical settings of 
the setup change. Figure  13 shows that the calibration map 

considerably changes as the shearing distance is varied. One 
calibration map is thus valid only for a certain value of the 
shearing distance. Figure 14 shows that changing the opening 
of the aperture affects the calibration map. The aperture con-
trols the width of the light beam bundle that falls onto one 
pixel of the camera detector. A wide light beam bundle effec-
tively ‘averages’ the optical distortions over a larger area of 
the lenses and mirrors. When the aperture opening is narrower 
the light bundle is thinner and the system is more susceptible 

Figure 11. The calibration maps αCx are consistent for varying angle of the rigid-body rotation θy. When calibration maps αCx from a 
single measurement are compared to the values averaged over more measurements, the standard deviation is σ = 2.5 µrad, showing good 
repeatability. The calibration maps are from a measurement with δ = 4.30x  mm. (a) θy = 378 µrad, (b) θy = 630 µrad, (c) averaged αCx,mean, 
n = 12, θy = {126, 378, 630} µrad.
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Figure 12. The calibration maps αCx are consistent when the distance d0 between the camera and the object is changed and the shearing 
angle is constant α = 2475x  µrad. As the distance d0 is changing the shearing distance is changing also, according to equation (12).  
(a) d0 = 1.30 m, δ = 6.30x  mm. (b) d0 = 1.01 m, δ = 5.47x  mm. (c) d0 = 0.71 m, δ = 3.95x  mm.
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Figure 13. The calibration map αCx changes when the shearing angle αx is changed, here represented by the average shearing distance δx. 
(a) δ = 7.3x  mm. (b) δ = 4.3x  mm. (c) δ = −4.7x  mm.
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to the optical distortions. This effect is seen in figure  14.  
A narrow aperture increases the influence of the calibration map.

To ensure the experiments are not affected by the sur-
face irregularities of the plate’s surface, the experiments are 
repeated with the plate rotated around the z-axis and no change 
to the calibration maps is noted. A theoretical demonstration 
that the surface irregularities do not affect the calibration map 
measurements is provided in the appendix to this paper.

The calibration map αCy is calculated for rigid-body rota-
tion by θx, from equation  (17), analogously to the previous 
procedure for the αCx. A calibration map for a certain param-
eter set is shown in figure 15.

With the calibration maps αCx and αCy known for a par-
ticular set of parameters the correction procedure can be per-
formed for any experiments with those parameters. First the 
varying shearing distances δx and δy are computed from the 
measured average shearing distances δx and δy by applying the 
calibration map in equations (13). From two measurements of 
the same experiment with distinct shearing distances, by using 
equation (9), the exact deformation gradient can be computed. 
In the following section  the correction method is tested on 
two cases: a rigid-body rotation of a plate with axis in an arbi-
trary direction and a clamped flat plate, centrally loaded by 
a weight, whereby a double-curved surface deformation is 
achieved.

5. Applying the correction procedure

5.1. Rotation of a flat plate around an arbitrary axis

The measurement setup is the same as the one used in the pre-
vious section. The only difference is that the ball rollers are in 
different positions, as shown in figure 16. The displacement of 
the linear actuator t is causing a gradient in both the x- and the 
y-directions, characterised by the angles θx and θy. Only one 
displacement of the linear actuator is used, t = 47.6 µm, causing 
the angles θy = − 98.8 µrad and θx = 98.8 µrad. The shearing dis-
tances are such that for each measurement they are dominant 
in one direction. For the measurement 1, they are dominant in 
the x-direction as δ = 6.45x1  mm and δ = 0.60y1  mm. For the 
measurement 2, with shearing dominant in the y-direction, the 
shearing distances are δ = 0.12x2  mm and δ = 6.60y2  mm.

If the correction and the decoupling of the gradients 
∂w/∂x were not performed, the gradient field would be com-
puted directly, using images Δ1 and Δ2 through equations (2). 
Figures 17(a) and (b) show the results for the uncorrected eval-
uation. The rigid-body rotation angles θx and θy are known, so 
the measured deformation gradient can be expressed in relative 
terms, compared to the angle value it should be. In figure 17(a), 

Figure 15. Calibration map αCy averaged from all the 
measurements and fitted with a 5 × 5 order polynomial surface.

18 µrad-26

Figure 16. The schematic for the rigid-body rotation mechanism 
where gradient is present in both the x- and the y-directions.
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Figure 14. The calibration map αCx is affected by the area of the aperture opening SA. As the aperture opening is increased, the effects of 
the optical distortions are reduced. The aperture opening could not be practically measured in absolute terms, but it is possible to compare 
accurately two aperture openings. The opening area SA is directly proportional to the light admitted to the camera detector and thus the 
measured brightness in the image. The aperture openings SAa and SAc are the minimal and maximal practical aperture openings for the 
measurement. (a) Aperture SAa, (b) aperture SAb = 2.45 SAa, (c) aperture SAc = 5.01 SAa.
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the measured gradient in the x-direction is overestimating the 
rotation, as the displacement gradients are in an interval of 
[1.074,1.109] of the real θy. The unwanted shearing δy1 for the 
measurement 1 is relatively large, δ δ≈ 10%y x1 1, which makes 
the uncorrected measurement shown in figure 17(a) have a par-
ticularly large relative error. The unwanted shearing is by defi-
nition a parameter which is not well controlled. The gradient 
calculated in the y-direction, shown in figure 17(b), is overesti-
mating the rotation, with the displacement gradient in the range 
of [0.996,1.028] of the real θx.

When the calibration, correction and decoupling are consid-
ered, the measured gradients ∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂y in figures 17(c) 
and (d) show an improved image. The relative ranges for both 
images are centred around 1 and the images themselves are 
more homogeneous, showing variation from the real value by 
about ±1%.

The images in figure  17 are filtered once by a median 
21  ×  21 filter (to remove the outliers) and 20 times by 
an averaging 21  ×  21 filter. Using less filtering results in 
grainier images, thus features are harder to distinguish visu-
ally. However, the resulting ranges for images do not depend 
heavily on the amount of filtering. The use of a lot of filtering 
is justified to better distinguish the features in the images and 

there is quantitatively little difference in using more or less 
filtering.

5.2. A deformation of a centrally loaded plate

In order to demonstrate the effect of the correction proce-
dure on a realistic measurement case, an experiment with a 
double-curve surface deformed is devised. The experiment 

Figure 17. Without the correction procedure applied the displacement gradients (a, b) are not uniform. The displacement gradients relative 
to the angles θy and θx are skewed from 1. After the correction procedure is applied (c, d) the resulting gradients are more uniform and the 
relative gradients are centred around 1. Notice that since θy is negative, the relative scale’s minimum and maximum values are switched in 
(a) and (c).
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Figure 18. The schematic of the plate clamping and loading by the 
ball weight.
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consisting of a flat aluminium plate, statically deformed by 
a central load. The loaded plate with the clamping system 
is illustrated in figure 18. The loading conditions, the exact 
geometry of the plate and the boundary conditions of the 
experiment are matched as closely as possible by the FEM 
simulation.

The load asserted on the plate needs to be small, as shear-
ography is intended for small-scale deformations. A steel 
ball weight is used to load the specimen as the weight can be 
accurately measured and converted into the load on the plate. 
The ball weight has a diameter of D = 100 mm and a mass 
of m = 4093.9 g. To calculate the load from the weight, the 
gravitational acceleration g = 9.8152 m s−2 is estimated from 
the Earth gravitational model 2008 [39] at the location of the 
experiments.

As shown in figure 18, the ball weight is not placed on the 
plate directly. Instead, the ball weight is placed on a PVC ring 
glued to the middle of the aluminium plate, thus loading the 
plate indirectly. The purpose of the ring is to accurately posi-
tion the weight at each loading and to evenly transmit the load 
onto a known area of the plate.

The aluminium plate has an area of 329.90 × 330.31 mm2. 
From each side, 50  mm of the plate is clamped by a rigid 
steel frame. The rigidity of the frame is much higher than the 
rigidity of the plate. Fixed boundary conditions are imposed 
on the finite-element model to simulate the clamping.

The experimental setup is similar to the previous ones, with 
the rotation mechanism replaced by the clamping system and 
the weight. Again, the setup is oriented vertically—the camera 
is at the bottom, imaging the plate being vertically loaded by 
the weight.

5.2.1. The finite element model. The aluminium plate is mod-
elled in the finite element analysis package ABAQUS, using 
shell finite elements. The plate and the loads are symmetrical 
around the xz and the yz planes, so only a quarter of the plate 
is modelled, employing symmetric boundary conditions. The 
mesh is composed of 3321  second order quadrilateral ele-
ments of type S8R. The ABAQUS element S8R is a reduced 
integration 8-node general shell element, capable of model-
ling thick shells. The material is modelled by an elastic linear 
isotropic model because the strains are small. A convergence 

analysis is performed to ensure the finite element mesh is fine 
enough to accurately model the deformation.

The in-plane components of the displacement are two 
orders of magnitude smaller than the out-of-plane displace-
ment, maximum in-plane displacement being 0.7 µm, com-
pared to the maximum out-of-plane displacement of 30.6 µm. 
Thus only the out-of-plane displacement w is exported to 
MATLAB, where the values for the quarter plate are mir-
rored around the symmetry planes and numerically differ-
entiated in the x- or y-direction. The finite element based 
∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂y are then directly compared to the experi-
mentally obtained values. The finite-element mesh is shown 
in figure 19.

5.2.2. Measuring the exact plate properties for the finite-element  
model. The deformation of the plate needs to be very accu-
rately matched by the finite element model. To ensure that, 
the finite element model must have the correct geometric and 
material properties. The thickness t and the stiffness modu-
lus E of the plate are critical in the bending behaviour of the 
plate, so particular attention is given to accurately measure 
them.

The plate’s surface is machined to have an even thickness 
so that the finite-element model corresponds well with the 
real plate. Using a mechanical dial gauge, the thickness over 
the surface of the plate is measured to be t = 3.90 ± 0.01 mm, 
showing acceptable variance. By measuring the mass of the 
plate (mP = 1130.2 g), the surface area (329.90 × 330.31 mm2) 
and the measured density of the material (ρAL = 2.725 g cm−3), 
the average thickness can be more precisely calculated to 
t = 3.898 mm.

The value of the stiffness modulus is only approximately 
known for the type of aluminium E = 68 GPa. The vibration 
behaviour of the plate is used to identify the stiffness. The 
plate, while clamped, is excited by tapping it with a hammer. 
The resulting vibrations are recorded using an accelerometer. 
The resonant frequencies are extracted from the measured 
accelerometer response and used to tune the stiffness modulus 
E in the finite element model.

The resonant modes that were considered for measure-
ment are the breathing mode (f1 mode) and the saddle mode 
(f3 mode) of the plate. These modes are used because they 

Figure 19. The finite element model of the quarter-plate. The deformation gradient ∂w/∂y is plotted on the deformed finite element 
mesh. The load in the model is applied as pressure over the ring area around the center, replicating the weight of the ball applied via the 
positioning ring.
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produced the clearest signal and they are separated enough 
from the other resonant frequencies as to not induce mode-
mixing. Their measured values are f1  =  610.4  Hz (with 
standard deviation σf1  =  2.78  Hz from 13 repeated experi-
ments) and f3  =  2275.1  Hz (with σf3  =  6.50  Hz from 14 
repeated experiments). The stiffness modulus in the finite 
element model was tuned to the value of E = 68.93 GPa, pro-
ducing the resonant frequencies f1FEM = 611.65 Hz (+0.20% 
difference to the measurement) and f3FEM  =  2270.5  Hz 
(−0.20% difference to the measurement). The Poisson’s 
ratio is not expected to vary and it does not influence the 
frequency response significantly so it is not included in the 
tuning procedure. Instead, a typical Poisson’s ratio for alu-
minium ν = 0.33 is used.

Using resonant frequencies has several advantages over 
the traditional way to obtain the stiffness modulus, meas-
uring the stress-strain curve with a tensile test. The plate’s 
modal shapes exhibit bending stresses, similar to the loading 
that will be used for the shearography measurements. The 
clamping is very hard to characterize and model well in FEM. 
Tuning the stiffness modulus E to fit the resonant frequen-
cies of a clamped plate also takes the clamping into account. 
Although the clamping is modelled as perfect in FEM, the 
stiffness modulus E will account for the slight elasticity of 
the clamping. Measuring the frequencies is also simple, 
with each measurement lasting only several seconds and 
it produces accurate results. The procedure for measuring 
the resonant frequencies is the underlying principle for the 

Resonalyser method [40], which can characterize isotropic 
and orthotropic material.

5.2.3. Comparison of the measured results to the finite-element  
model. The plate deformation is measured by shearography. 
An identical experiment is repeated 12 times with the shear-
ing distance dominant in the x-direction and 12 times with the 
shearing distance dominant in the y-direction. The results with 
the same shearing distances were averaged, to remove the pos-
sible transient errors due to the air-currents and to increase the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement. The shearing dis-
tances are measured to be δ = 6.1x1  mm and δ = 0.3y1  mm, and 
δ = 0.2x2  mm and δ = 5.8y2  mm for the two sets of measure-
ments with different shearing distances.

The Δ-images with no corrections, using the simplified 
shearography equations  (2), produce the gradients shown in 
figures 20(a) and (b). The resulting gradients with the correc-
tion procedure are shown in figures 20(c) and (d). Qualitatively, 
there are only slight differences.

A better way to compare the two maps is by looking at the 
residuals between the finite element analysis and the shearog-
raphy measurements. The residuals are used as

Δ λ π δ

Δ λ π δ

= − ∂ ∂
∣∂ ∂ ∣
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Figure 20. The deformation of the plate by the weight—without calibration and gradient decoupling (a, b) and with (c, d).
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for the direct, uncorrected shearography measurements. For 
the shearography measurements after the correction proce-
dure the residuals are computed as

= ∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂
∣∂ ∂ ∣

=
∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂
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w x w x

w x
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The residuals of the direct measurements with no corrections 
RDx and RDy, shown in figures 21(a) and (b), show the discrep-
ancy between the finite elements model and the shearography 
measurements in the interval of [−13%, 13%]. This is normal, 
as the finite-element model does not capture all the subtleties 
of a physical experiment. However, there are distinct gradients 
over the image which are not necessarily a result of the finite 
element model limitations. The residuals of the corrected gra-
dients show a more homogeneous image, with discrepancies 
in a slightly tighter interval, shown in figures 21(c) and (d). 
The discrepancies are, however, located in the areas where the 
finite element model would be inconsistent with the physical 
reality of the experiment, in the area where the loading is 
applied in the FEM and near the clamping. The clamping is 
tightened by screws, which makes the clamping uneven over 
the edges, clearly seen in figures 21(c) and (d). The finite ele-
ment model does not take the uneven boundary conditions 
into account.

In figure 22 the same residuals from figure 21 are shown, 
but by excluding the regions near the boundary conditions 
and where the load is applied, thus making for a more rele-
vant comparison between the corrected and the uncorrected 
shearography measurements. Here the effectiveness of the 
correction procedure can be shown quantitatively. Before 
the correction procedure the discrepancy between the finite 
element model and the shearography is in the range of 
[−13%, 13%], like in the previous figures. The discrepan-
cies after the correction procedure are reduced to a range 
of [−8%, 6%].

Because of the unavoidable experimental conditions, such 
as the inhomogeneities of the deformed material, specimen 
manufacture tolerances, imperfect boundary condition and 
the limitations of the finite-element model, the fit between the 
finite-element analysis and the experiment is not perfect. After 
the correction, higher errors are present as compared to the 
first test case. Still, the comparison in figure 22 clearly shows 
an improved match between the experiment and the finite-ele-
ment analysis after the correction procedure is applied.

6. Conclusions

This paper shows that the optical distortions in the Michelson 
interferometer lead to the local variation of the shearing values, 
which influences the results of shearography measurements. 

Figure 21. The residual comparing the finite element model analysis to the direct shearography measurements (a, b) and to the corrected 
gradients (c, d). The boundary conditions at the edges of images and the loading condition in the center clearly show discrepancy in the 
finite element model. Still, the corrected deformation gradient matches the finite element model better.
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The optical distortions depend on the angles of the shearing 
mirror αx and αy and the aperture opening SA.

In this paper the procedure to calibrate and correct for sys-
tematic errors in shearography is developed. The calibration 
procedure is based on measuring the rigid-body rotations of 
a flat plate. By definition, the rigid-body rotations produce a 
constant displacement gradient, but the shearography images 
of the rigid-body rotation show slight variations in the meas-
ured displacement gradient field. From these variations and 
the known rotation angles, the calibration maps αCx and αCy 
are derived. The calibration maps αCx and αCy are 2-dimen-
sional fields that are added to the shearing angles αx and αy 
to model the optical distortions in the Michelson interferom-
eter. The proposed calibration needs to be performed for every 
combination of the shearing angles and aperture openings that 
will be used. The obtained calibration maps are used then in 
the correction procedure.

The shearography equations commonly contain one of the 
two possible shearing distances, δx or δy. In the practical use of 
shearography, one of the shearing distances is dominant, but 
the other, though small, should not be neglected. In this paper 
the shearography equation with the influence of both shearing 
distances is derived, showing the gradient in the perpendicular 
direction is also coupled in the resulting shearography meas-
urement. A part of the correction procedure proposed here, 
the gradient decoupling, is used to separate the measured 

gradients into gradients in the x- and the y-directions only. For 
the gradient decoupling, pairs of shearography measurements 
of the repeated experiment are used, with different shearing 
distances δx and δy.

Finally, the proposed process involving the calibration maps 
and the gradient decoupling is tested on a flat plate rotated 
around an arbitrary axis and a deformation of a centrally 
loaded plate. In the latter, a ball weight is used to deform a 
flat clamped plate. The experiments with and without using the 
proposed calibration and correction procedure are compared to 
each other and to the results from a finite-element simulation. 
The shearography measurements match the finite-element sim-
ulation well. The areas with the highest discrepancies are near 
the boundary conditions and the applied load, the areas where 
the finite element simulation is not expected to match the phys-
ical reality of the experiment exactly. The displacement gradi-
ents away from the boundary conditions and the load show a 
difference for the cases with and without the correction proce-
dure applied. The direct shearography measurements, without 
the proposed correction procedures, show discrepancies in the 
interval [13%, 13%], while after corrections the discrepancies 
are reduced to the interval [−8%, 6%].

The proposed procedure is not drastically changing the shear-
ography images. The differences between the directly computed 
shearography measurements without the correction and the 
obtained gradients after the correction procedure is applied are 

Figure 22. The residual comparing the final element model analysis to the direct shearography measurements (a, b) and to the corrected 
gradients (c, d), without taking into account the regions near the boundary conditions and the load. The discrepancies after the correction 
are in a narrower range of values, [−8%, 6%], compared to the [−13%, 13%] before the corrections.
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up to about 5% for a normal case. However, when high accuracy 
measurements are required, these differences can have a mean-
ingful influence on the results. The quantitative measurements 
with shearography can be done without calibration if an error of 
several percent is not an issue. All of the steps shown here, from 
isolating the external vibrations, correcting for the local shearing 
distance by using the calibration maps, correcting for the local 
sensitivity and decoupling the gradients, each contribute slightly, 
on the order of a few percent, to obtaining more accurate and 
reliable shearography measurements.
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Appendix.  Proof that the plate irregularities do not 
influence the calibration process

There is a concern that the calibration process, using the rigid-
body rotations, would be sensitive to the local irregularities of 
the flat plate used for the calibration. Thus a proof is provided 
here that the small irregularities in the plate do not pose a 
problem for the calibration procedure.

The schematic shown in figure A1 shows a cross-section of 
the plate used for the rigid-body rotation calibration in the x-z 
plane. The rotation around the point O by an angle θ displaces 
the points A and B into A′ and B′ respectively. The point B, 
however, is not in the plane of the plate, but is displaced in the 
z-direction by zB. The point B is orthogonal to the point B0 on 
the x-y plane.

The displacements in the z-direction of the points A and B0 
on the x-y plane are

θ θ

θ θ

= ≃
= ≃

w x x

w x x

sin

sin

A A A

B B B0

where the distances = = ′x OA OAA  and = = ′x OB OBB . 
The in-plane displacement of the point A can be neglected as 
{uA, uB0} = (1 −  cos θ){xA, xB} ≃ 0.

The approximation denoted by ‘≃’ means only the first 
term in the Taylor expansion of the sine and cosine function 
is taken into account. This is warranted as the rigid-body 
rotation angle θ is small. For the rigid-body rotation angles 
θ < 200 µrad, as used in this paper, the error in neglecting all 
but the first term in the Taylor expansion of the sine and cosine 
functions is below 2 × 10−8.

The distance zB′ after the rigid-body rotation is zB′ =  cos θ zB 
≃ zB making the absolute displacement of the point B

θ θ

θ θ

= + − = + −

≃ + − =
′w w z z x z z

x z z x

sin cosB B B B B b b

b B B B

0

The measured gradient of displacement between the points A 
and B can now be defined as

θ θ θ∂
∂

≃ −
−

= −
−

=w

x

w w

x x

x x

x x
AB B A

B A

B A

B A

showing that the measured gradient does not depend on the 
irregularities in the plate.

The in-plane displacement of the point B can be defined as

θ θ θ= − + ≃u x z z(1 cos ) sinB B B B

which means the in-plane displacement can become prob-
lematic if the irregularities in the plate are large. As zB is 
typically orders of magnitude smaller than xB so is uB smaller 
than wB so the in-plane displacement uB can be neglected. 
Additionally, the setup used is not sensitive to the in-plane 
displacements.
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